We analyze the computational complexity of determining whether F is satisfiable when F is a formula of the classical predicate calculus obeying certain syntactic restrictions. For example, for the monadic predicate calculus and the Code1 or 3 ' .. WV3 1.. 3 prefix class we obtain lower and upper nondeterministic time bounds of the form c"/"'~". The lower bounds are established by using acceptance problems for time-bounded Turing machines and alternating pushdown and stack automata.
1. INTRODUCTION Most work on the complexity of logical decision problems has been focussed either on the propositional calculus [7, 211 or on decidable theories such as Presburger arithmetic [4, 11, 251 or various theories of successor and ordering [24, 3 11 . Here we consider instead some subclasses of the classical predicate calculus that are defined by purely syntactic restrictions on the formation of formulas. These are formulas without function signs or the identity sign, and they are all closed, that is, contain no free variable. The four main classes we consider are the monadic predicate calculus, of which the decidability dates back to 1915 [23] , and three classes determined by the form of the prefix, which are named in honor of individuals who proved their decidability:
Ackermann class: formulas with prefixes of the form [2] 3 . . . 3v3 . . . 3;
Godel class: formulas with prefixes of the form [ 121 3 *** 3vv3 *.-v; Sch6nfinkeLBernays class: formulas with prefixes of the form [5] 3 . . . 3v . . . v.
(Any prefix other than these yields an unsolvable satisfiability problem.) substituting term t, for all occurrences of variable y, in formula F,..., t, for all occurrences of yn, all substitutions being carried out simultaneously. For example, PY,Y,lY,/Y*,Y,/f(Y,)l =PYLf-(Yl); and if G is the functional form of a formula F and G has variables y, ,..., yn, then the Herbrand expansion of F is {G[ y,/t, ,..., y,/t,]: t I,..., t, E D(F)}.
We use tt as a symbol for the biconditional in our logical object language, and = as a symbol for logical equivalence in the metalanguage. The sign = is part of the metalanguage only.
We also adopt the following abbreviations. Monadic is the class of formulas with only monadic (one-place) predicate letters. Regular expressions are used to denote classes of formulas determined by their prefixes; for example 3*V3* is the set of all prenex formulas of the form 3.z, . . . 3zkVyy3x1 . +. 3x,F, where k, m > 0, z, ,..., zk, y, x, ,**-, x, are variables, and F is quantifier-free. If S is any set of formulas, SSat is the set of formulas in that class that are satisfiable. For example, 3*VV3* n Monadic-Sat is the set of satisfiable formulas of the Godel class with monadic predicate letters only.
The class Y is an extension of the solvable class J of [9] (see also [ 10, 181) . It is the class of all formulas with prefixes of the form 32, ... 3zkVy,3x, ema 3x,Vy,, containing dyadic predicate letters only, and not having any atomic subformula of the form Py, y, or Pyzxj (j = l,..., m). (Allowing either of these forms yields an unsolvable class, even if k = 0 and m = 1 [ 1, 201.) Its solvability is of some interest, since it is one of the few solvable classes known that contain satisfiable formulas without finite models. An example of such a formula in / is Our model of computation is the Turing machine with a single one-way infinite tape used both for presenting the input and for subsequent computations. We use 1x1, for any object x, to denote the length in symbols of some natural encoding of x. Thus 1x1 is the length of x in symbols, if x is a string over a fixed alphabet; I %x,$x* ... $x,$1 if x = {x1,..., xn} is a finite set of strings; and log x, if x is a natural number represented in binary. (All log's are base 2, unless otherwise specified.) The following complexity classes will be used: DTIME(f(n)) = (S: S is accepted by a deterministic Turing machine operating in time boundf(n)}; NTIME(f(n)) = {S: S is accepted by a nondeterministic Turing machine operating in time boundAn)}; DEXPTIME = u DTIME(c"); c>o NEXPTIME = u NTIME(c"); c>o D2EXPTIME = u DTIME(cC"). c>o
Let S, G t;* and S, G p, where C and r are finite alphabets. S, is said to be "efficiently" reducible to S, if there is an "efficient" mapping J C* + r* such that x E S, if and only if f(x) E S,. By "efficient" we mean here "computable in deterministic polynomial time"; in most cases these reductions can also be seen to require only logarithmic work space, but we neither demonstrate nor use this sharper notion of "efficiency." If S, is in DEXPTIME, NEXPTIME, or D2EXPTIME then we are guaranteed that S, is in the same class only if the reduction causes not more than a linear increase in the length of the input. For this reason we sharpen the notion of "efficient reducibility" thus: We say that S, is reducible to S, via length order g(n) if S, is in deterministic polynomial time reducible to S, by means of a mapping f such that, for some c > 0, If(x)] < cg(]x]) for all x. Furthermore, if Q is one of the classes listed above, then we say that Q is reducible to S via length order g(n) if each S' E $7 is reducible to S via length order g(n). In the particular cases in which 57 is DEXPTIME, NEXPTIME, or D2EXPTIME we use such reductions in conjunction with deterministic and nondeterministic time hierarchy results [8, 14, 301 to establish lower bounds in the following way: PROPOSITION 2.1. Let g and h be functions such that for every c, > 0 there is a c2 > 0 such that for all n, h(c, g(n)) < c,n. Suppose that DEXPTIME, NEXPTIME, or D2EXPTIME
is reducible to S via length order g(n). Then there is a c > 1 such that S @ DTIME(c"'"'), S & NTIME(c*'"'), or S & DTIME(c'"'"'), respectively.
Proof : We consider just the case of NEXPTIME, the other proofs being strictly analogous.
Let A be any set in NEXPTIME that is not in (say) NTIME(3"). If S were decidable nondeterministically in time c "("), then since A can be reduced to S with a length increase of at most c, . g(M) for some c,, S could be decided nondeterministically in time c '@lg(")) < cc*". By hypothesis this is impossible unless cc* > 3, so if c < 3 I/Q then S 6 NEXPTIME(c"). 1
This Proposition is used in this paper with the following g and h:
g(n) = n log n; h(n) = n/log n, s(n) = n; h(n) = n.
In keeping with usual practice in the theory of computation, we regard all strings in a class-and in particular, in a class of first-order formulas-as composed of only finitely many distinct symbols. This means, for example, that if S is a class of firstorder formulas, and formulas in S may contain arbitrarily many predicate letters, then there is a constant b such that a formula with k distinct predicate letters must asymptotically have length at least k log,, k. Put another way, a formula of length n may have only O(n/log n) predicate letters. For if k > &z/log n then log k > log nlog log n > (log n)/2, so that k log k > (&z/log n) . (log n)/2 = dn/2. Since3 n = Q(k log k), for each d there can be only finitely many n such that k > dn/log n.
Another consequence of this assumption is that the disjunctive normal form of a formula of length n is asymptotically of length c n'iogn for some constant c, since such a formula can asymptotically have only O(n/log n) distinct atomic formulas.
C. Alternating Automata
In Sections 9 and 11 we shall reduce DEXPTIME to the satisfiability problem for the Ackermann class and D2EXPTIME to the satisfiability problem for the class .P. Our method is to use characterizations of these complexity classes established in [ 171: A set is in DEXPTIME if and only if it is the language accepted by some twoway alternating pushdown automaton, and is in D2EXPTIME if and only if it is the language accepted by some two-way alternating stack automaton. (The fact that every set in DEXPTIME is accepted by some alternating pushdown automaton was first observed by Chandra and Stockeyer [6] .) What follows is an intuitive account of these automata and a formalization of their structure. (Our formalizations are rather different from those of [ 171, though they are readily seen to be equivalent. Our goal in using a different formalization is to simplify the subsequent constructions.) Pushdown Automata.
A two-way pushdown automaton has a read-only tape on which its input is presented and a pushdown store of potentially unbounded size. At the beginning of a computation the input string is placed on the input tape surrounded by the left and right endmarkers E and -1, which cannot appear in the string itself, and the reading head is placed over the left endmarker. The pushdown store is initialized to have a special bottom-marker Z on it. Subsequently, the automaton can move its reading head left or right; it ceases to operate if it attempts to move its reading head left off the left endmarker or right off the right endmarker. Also, it may add symbols to the top of the pushdown store ("push" them) or remove symbols from the top of the pushdown store ("pop" them) but it is not allowed to push another bottom-marker onto the pushdown store and it ceases to operate if it attempts to pop the bottom-marker off the pushdown store. The complete status of the machine at any point in time is captured in a configuration, which consists of the state of the finite control, the contents of the input tape and the position of the reading head on that tape, and the contents of the pushdown store. One state is designated as final; the input string is accepted if a computation leads the machine from the initial configuration to one in which the state is final.
The unique feature of an azternating automaton is its control structure. Certain states are designated as universal or existential branching states. From an existential branching state, the automaton is allowed to enter any one of some fixed set of other states; an accepting computation is deemed to occur if some choice of next state leads eventually to the final state. (These are essentially nondeterministic branches.) From a universal branching state, on the other hand, the automaton is required to enter ' The notation f= R(g) means that there exist c and n, such that g(n) > cf(n) for all n > n,.
each of some fixed set of states and to pursue all subsequent computations in parallel; an accepting computation is one in which every choice of next state leads eventually to the final state. The "alternating" character of these computations arises from the possibility that a machine may pass through a series of branching states, some of which are existential and some universal.
To be somewhat more specific, the notion of "accepting configuration" is defined recursively in the following manner. Every configuration in which the state is final is accepting. A configuration with a state that is of the existential branching type is accepting if some one of the next configurations the machine may enter (in which only the state has been changed) is accepting. And a configuration whose state is of the universal branching type is accepting if each of the next configurations the machine may enter is accepting. The input string is then accepted if the initial configuration is accepting.
We are now ready to be completely formal. An alternating pushdown automaton M consists of the following parts:
A finite set K of states, A finite input alphabet Z, A finite pushdown store alphabet r, Left and right endmarkers F and -1, not in Z, A designated bottom-marker Z, in r, A designated start state s, in K, A designated final statef, in K.
The set of states is divided into seven disjoint subsets. With each of these a function is associated; the (disjoint) union of these functions is the transition function of the machine. The subsets of K and the corresponding functions are as follows: 
A configuration is a quadruple (q, w, i, y), where q E K, w E t-C* -1, 1 < i < 1 w 1, and y E r*. (The top of the pushdown store corresponds to the left end of r.) A configuration (q, w, i, y) is accepting if q is f, the final state, or if any of the following holds:
(a) q E K, and (al(q, a), w, i, y) is accepting, where a is the ith symbol of w. (b) q E K, and (p, w, i + E, y) is accepting, where 6*(q) = (p, E). (c) q E K, and (p, w, i, Xy) is accepting, where d3(q) = (p, X). (d) q E K, and (p, w, i, y') is accepting, where y = Xy' for some X E r -{Z) and y' E r*, and d4(q) =p.
(e> q E K, and (Mh Xh w, i, y) is accepting, where y = Xy' for some X E Iand y' E r*.
(f) q E K, and (p, w, i, y) is accepting for some p E a6(q).
(g) q E K, and (p, w, i, y) is accepting for each p E 6,(q).
M is said to accept the string u E C* if and only if (s, I-u -1, 1, Z) is an accepting configuration. Let L(M) = {u E C*: M accepts u); then A stack automaton is very much like a pushdown automaton, except that the "stack head" that is used for adding symbols to the pushdown store or removing them may also penetrate within the pushdown store, but solely for the purpose of examining it (not changing it). When and if it subsequently returns to the top, pushing or popping may resume. A pushdown store that can be manipulated in this way is called a stuck. An alternating stack automaton is a stack automaton with the same sort of control and acceptance structure as an alternating pushdown automaton.
Formally, an alternating stack automaton consists of the same parts as an alternating pushdown automaton, except that the state set and transition function are divided into nine parts. The first seven parts are the same as for a pushdown automaton, except that K, is renamed "stack read states. (e) q E K, and (4h Xl W, i, y,j) is accepting, where X is the (I y/ -j + 1)~ symbol of y.
(f) q E K, and (p, W, i, y,j) is accepting for some p E &(q).
(g) q E K, and (p, w,i, y,j) is accepting for each p E 6,(q). (h) q E K, and (&(q), W, i, y,j--1) is accepting. One further automata-theoretic fact we shall need is the well-known result that deterministic time classes are closed under complementation. PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S E Z*. If S is in DEXPTIME then so is Z* -S; and if S is in D2EXPTIME then so is C* -S. fl
UPPER BOUNDS:GENERAL

REMARKS
If a class of formulas contains only unsatisfiable formulas and formulas with fmite models, then satisfiability is decidable for formulas in the class, since both the unsatisfiable formulas and the formulas with finite models can be recursively enumerated. (All the classes considered here have this property, called Jnite controllability, except the class x.) This sort of decision procedure for formulas in a class Q can be sharpened if there is a recursive "bounding function" /I such that, for any FE Q, if F is satisfiable then F has a model of cardinality at most p(F). In fact, bounding functions are known for each class we discuss to which this method is applicable; for example, a formula F of the monadic predicate calculus has a model only if it has a model of cardinality at most 2", where n is the number of predicate letters of F. (For details, see the original papers, [3] 
If a class G? has such a bounding function p, then whether a formula FE V is satisfiable can be checked nondeterministically by guessing a p < p(F) and a model of cardinality p. How complex is this procedure?
One way to implement the procedure is to form the so-called "common expansion" of F over a universe of p elements, and then to deliver that formula to a satisfiabilitychecker for the propositional calculus. The common expansion of F is formed by introducing constants a, ,..., a, not appearing elsewhere in F, and replacing subformulas thus: The constants cli can be coded by strings of length O(logp), so if there areuantifiers in all the common expansion of size O(p* logp . IFI), which is O(plF'). Since this formula may be regarded as a sentence of the propositional calculus to be passed on to a nondeterministic polynomial-time procedure, the following result is obtained: In some cases this general approach can be improved by guessing the model first, rather than waiting until after the common expansion has been formed. (Such a bound is, like that of Proposition 3.1, in general exponential in 1 F/; but we shall apply the proposition in Section 7 to a class of prenex formulas each of which has only two universal quantifiers.) Proof. Suppose first that we had in hand a particular structure of cardinality p which might or might not be a model for F. If it is a model for F, then for every utuple of substituents for the universally quantified variables there is a "correct" set of choices for the existentially quantified variables so that the formula is true in the model for these values of the variables. (Depending on the quantifier-structure of the formula, some of the choices for the existentially quantified variables may of course have to be independent of the choices of some of the universally quantified variables.) If it were possible to guess the appropriate substituents for the existentially quantified variables, then it could be confirmed that the structure at hand is a model for F simply by running through the p" u-tuples of choices for the universally quantified variables.
But then it may not be necessary to have the entire model in hand, since the total number of atomic formulas ever checked could not exceed pU times the number of atomic formulas of F. The truth-values the structure takes on other atomic formulas are irrelevant to the question of whether the structure is a model for F. The following nondeterministic procedure thus emerges:
(1) Guess a structure appropriate to F of cardinality p, by writing down at most p". IFI t a omit formulas with predicate letters drawn from F and arguments drawn from a, ,..., up. Any atomic formula on this list is considered "true," the rest "false." (2) Enumerate all possible substitutions for the universally quantified variables, guessing at the appropriate moments the correct substitutions for the existentially quantified variables, and checking for each complete set of substitutions that the tabulated structure does indeed make the formula true.
The constants are of length O(logp), so each atomic formula of step (1) is of length at most ) FI logp. The time to generate the table in step (1) is therefore O(l F 12pu logp). Similarly, the time for step (2) is O(IF(*p" log p). Therefore the total time is polynomial in IF/ -p", as was to be shown. 1 4. MONADIC AND G~DEL CLASSES:LOWER BOUND THEOREM 4.1. NEXPTIME is reducible to Monadic-Gtidel-Sat via length order n log n. ProoJ We present a reduction of acceptance by nondeterministic exponentialtime bounded Turing mchines to formulas in this class. Let S be a set in NTIME(c") for some c, and let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine accepting S in this time bound. Without loss of generality, assume that c is a power of 2, and let d = log c. Also without loss of generality, we may assume that M accepts an input string u' of length n simply by having a computation of c" -1 steps on input w, and rejects w if there is no computation of that many steps on input w. For if M accepts instead by entering a designated final state, then M can be modified to obtain a two-tape Turing machine 44' that accepts in the desired way. The machine M' uses its second tape as a clock that counts up to c" -1; if M would have accepted by final state within this time bound, then M' enters a trivial infinite loop, and otherwise M' curtails its computation before the clock assumes its maximum value. Eliminating the second tape to obtain a one-tape machine M" that also accepts in the desired way entails squaring the time bound, but M" also accepts S in nondeterministic exponential time since (c")' = (c*)". Now fix some input string w; let / w( = 12 and s = c" = 2d". We construct a formula F of length O(n log n) that is satisfiable if and only if M accepts w. (The constant implicit in O-notation depends on M and c.) The formula F is of the form 3zF, A Vyly3xF, A Vyy,Vy2F,, where F,, F,, and F, have no quantifiers; clearly F has a prenex equivalent in 3*VV3*. Actually, we present not F but the conjuncts of its functional form, in which the constant sign a has supplanted z and the term f( y) has supplanted x. Thus the Herbrand expansion of F is the set of all instances obtained Let ,?Y be the tape alphabet of M and K its state set, and let r = C U (K X Z). Then a computation of length s (one with s -1 steps) can be pesented as a mapping p: {O,..., s -1 } x (O,..., s -1 } + r. Here for each j there must be a unique i such that p(i,j) E K x Z; in this case i specifies the head position at timej, the first component of p(i,j) is the state at time j, and the second component is the scanned symbol at time j. And if p(i,j) E Z then the symbol on the ith tape square (counting from 0) at time j is p(i,j). In particular, if ,u represents a computation on input w and w=w""'w,-, (each wi E Z) then ~(0, 0) = (q,,, wO), where q,, is the initial state of M; p(i, 0) = wi for i = I,..., n -1; and ~(i, 0) = B, the blank symbol, for i = n, II + l,..., s -1.
The basic idea is to use the terms 0, l,..., s12 -1 to stand for the s" sextuples (n , ,..., %>, where each of 7c, )...) 716 is one of the s2 argument-pairs (0, O),..., (s -1, s -1) of the putative mapping p. The intended correspondence is that if 0 < r < sl' -1, then r corresponds to the sextuple ((pr, q,),..., (p,, q6)), where the 12&r-bit binary notation for r is obtained by concatenating the &z-bit binary notations for qa,ps ,..., q, ,pl in that order. The formula contains monadic predicate letters Bi (i= 0 ,..., 12dn -1) and Si (i= l,..., 5) with the following intended interpretations for an argument r representing ((pr , ql),..., (p6, q6)) as just described:
Bir is true if and only if the ith bit of the binary notation of r is 1. (Bit 0 is the most significant bit.) S,r is true if and only if (p2, q2) = (p, + 1, ql).
S,r is true if and only if (p3, q3) = (pz + 1, q2). S,r is true if and only if (p4, q4) = (pl, q1 + 1). S,r is true if and only if (p5, q5) = (p2, q2 + 1). S,r is true if and only if (p6, q6) = (p3, q3 + 1).
Thus S,r A . . . A S,r is true if and only if r represents a sextuple of the form ((P, q), (P + 1, q), (P + 2, q), (P, q + 11, (P + 1, q + 11, (P + 2, q + 1)); the ability to specify such patterns enables us to specify how the state, head position, and tape contents at one instant of time depend on those at the previous instant. We begin by presenting conjuncts that serve as axioms for these predicate letters; several auxiliary predicate letters are introduced to assist in specifying these conditions. The axiomatizations for S, ,..., S, are quite similar to each other; we present the details just for S,. We need to assert that bits 9&z,..., IOdn -1 encode the &z-bit successor of bits 1 I&z,..., 12dn -1, and that bits 8&r,..., 9dn -1 are the same as bits lodn,..., 1 Idn -1, respectively. The conditions are ensured by the formula dn-1
We were fortunate here in having the BT already available. In order to specify the other Sj, we would need to introduce additional predicate letters to signify, for example, that bits 1Odn + i through 1 Idn -1 are 1.
The remainder of the construction has two main aspects: a general description of the operation of M, independent of the input (except for its length), and a specification of the particular input string w. We begin with the former task. For each symbol u E r and for i = l,..., 6, we have a monadic predicate letter P,i with the following intended interpretation (where r represents ((p, , q,),..., (p6, qs)) as previously described):
Pair is true if and only if ,Qi, qi) = a
We must first ensure that Pci and Pui are in agreement, even when the same pair (p, q) is encoded as different components of different sextuples. For this we include the clause (This is the only part of F involving both y, and yz.) Next we must ensure that p is a function:
where @ denotes an extended exclusive or. Now the operating rules of A4 can be specified by a set R of sextuples (a, ,..., o,), where uz and one of 04, 6, , u6 are in K x C and the other four components are in Z.
The significance of such a sextuple is that when M in the state indicated by u2 and its head is over the middle of three successive squares containing the symbols indicated by u,, u2, and u3, it may change its state, move its head, and rewrite the scanned square as indicated by u,,, u5, u6. (These rules must be subjected to a slightly different interpretation to explicate the behavior of M when its head is over the leftmost tape square.) To stipulate that A4 operates in accordance with these rules we need the conjunction, for all ui, u3 E C and u, E K x Z, of the disjunction extending over all u,, u5, u6 such that (u,,..., a,) E R. (Some additional conjuncts, which we do not detail here, are needed to describe the operation of A4 when its head is over the leftmost tape square.) We also need to stipulate that tape squares not in the vicinity of the head do not change. To ensure that Nir or Qr is true at least under the specified circumstances (which is all that is actually required) we include the clauses 
UPPER BOUND: MONADIC CLASS
THEOREM 5.1. For some c > 0, Monadic-Sat E NTIME(c"""~"). ProoJ We use a variant of the "miniscoping" method for deciding monadic formulas [27, p. 1921 . This method, if applied ruthlessly, can result in a multiply exponential explosion in the size of the formula. Here we merge its application with a nondeterministic algorithm in such a way that as quantifiers are driven in to their minimum scopes, they are eliminated. The number of atomic formulas in the formula does not increase, so the length of the formula never grows beyond a single exponential in its original size.
It is known that a monadic formula F is satisfiable if and only if F has a model with at most 2k elements, where k is the number of predicate letters of F. If n is the length of the formula, then n = R(k log k), from which it follows that k = O(n/log n). Moreover, the model need have no two elements with the same monadic index, i.e., the same set of monadic predicates that are true of them.
The first step is to guess a model. This means writing down p < 2k bit vectors, one for each monadic index, each of length k. Now we eliminate quantifiers one at a time. Choose some innermost quantifier, i.e., some quantifier with no other quantifier in its scope. Suppose it is a universal quantifier; a similar argument applies if it is existential. The quantifier and its scope have the form VyG, where G contains no quantifier. Put G into conjunctive normal form, say G-G, A ..a A G,, where Gi is a disjunction of atomic formulas and negations of atomic formulas. Then VyG z VyG, A VyG, A 9.. A VyG,.
Next permute the G, so that those in which y actually occurs are at the left; and permute the conjuncts of those Gi so that the atoms containing y are at the left of those disjunctions. Then drive the quantifier Vy inside the disjunctions, so that All the G{ and Gy are disjunctions of signed atomic formulas. No Gy has any occurrence of y; each G; has occurrences of y but not of any other variable. Now refer to the model that was guessed, in order to determine whether VyG', ,..., VyG& are true or false; checking VyG: simply involves seeing whether there is an element of the model that has the opposite value from that demanded by G; for each of the monadic predicates mentioned in G{. Replace each subformula VyG; by "true" or "false" and simplify the result. This completes the elimination of one quantifier; repeat the same procedure for the other quantifiers, from innermost to outermost. (Existential quantifiers are eliminated by putting their scopes in disjunctive normal form.) Suppose the original formula was of length n and contained m distinct atomic subformulas. Then m = O(n/log n). At any intermediate stage the longest formula that can be created is one containing 2" disjuncts (or conjuncts), each of which is a conjunction (or a disjunction) of those original ni formulas. Hence each conjunction (or disjunction) is of length O(n/log n), and the whole is of length O((n/log n) . 2n/'og"). Since the number of quantifiers to be eliminated is bounded by n, the whole procedure takes nondeterministic time ~~'~g" for some constant c. 1
UPPER BOUND: G~DEL CLASS
There is a constant d > 0 such that a formula in the Godel class is satisfiable only if it has a model of cardinality at most dm, where m is the number of predicate letters and variables (see [lo] ). Since formulas in this class are prenex with two universal quantifiers, Proposition 3.2 can be applied, with p = d" and u = 2. Since m = O(] FJ/log IFI), it follows immediately that THEOREM 6.2. For some c > 0, 3*VV3*-Sat E NTIME(c"""~"). i
SCH~NFINKEL-BERNAYS
CLASS:LOWER BOUND THEOREM 7.1. NEXPTIME is reducible to 3*V*-Sat via length order n.
Proof As in Section 4, we reduce acceptance by nondeterministic exponentialtime bounded Turing machines to formulas in the class. We are able to obtain a more economical reduction, however, by encoding numbers and strings over alphabets that grow in size as the length of the input increases.
Let S be a set in NTIME(c") for some c. For any n > 0, let m(n) be the smallest integer such that m(n)m'"' > c", or equivalently, such that m(n) log, m(n) > n. Thus m(n) = O(n/log n), Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine that accepts S in time m(n)m'"'. By an argument like that of Section 4, we may assume that M accepts an input of length n simply by having a computation on that input of m(n)"'"' -1 steps. Our construction yields, for any input string w to M, a formula F of length O(l WI) that is satisfiable if and only M accepts w. (Again, the constant implicit in Onotation depends on M and c but not w.) We present the functional form of F, in which constants have replaced existentially quantified variables, as a conjunction of subformulas.
Let C be the tape alphabet of M and K the state set of M; let r = C U (K X C). Next, fix some input string w, and let n = /WI, m = m(n), and s = mm. As in Section 4, a computation by M of length s can be presented as a mapping p: {O,..., s -1) X {O,..., s -1) -+ 1-.
Let r contain exactly g symbols and let I = [log, ml. We use as constants in our construction Our goal is to axiomatize a (2m + 1).place predicate letter P with the following intended interpretation: &I ... t,, is true if and only if (to ,..., t,-,) and (tm ,..., t,,,-,) represent a pair of numbers i,j such that p(i,j) = t,, E r.
Note that m-tuples of the constants do,..., d,-, are just sufficient to represent all numbers in the range O,..., s -1. It will follow that from any model for F an accepting computation of M on input w can be derived, and conversely, that from any such accepting computation a model for F can be specified.
As in the construction in Section 4, the conjuncts are of three kinds: formulas describing the successor relation, formulas describing the operation of M on any string of length n, and formulas specifying the particular input w. We begin with the formulas describing the successor relation between numbers in the range O,..., s -1. This will be represented by a Zm-place predicate letter S with the intended interpretation that St As axioms for these predicate letters we use the following formulas: We can now turn to the subformulas describing the operation of M. We must first stipulate that ,U is a function:
As in Section 4, the operating rules of M can be specified by a set R of sextuples (0 , ,***, c6 A Pxb **a x;-,yo *** ym-,u2
A Pxb' *+* XL-, y. "'ym-,u3
A sx, .-* x*-,x;
.a. XL-, A sx; **a XL-,xb' ***x;-, A Sy, --. y,-, yb -a.~:,-, + Pxb ' *. XL-1 yb * * * y;-, a,), plus additional similar conjuncts applying to the leftmost and rightmost tape squares.
It remains only to ensure that the values of ~(0, O),...,p(s -1,O) are correct, namely, that ~(0, 0) = (qo, wJ, where q,, is the initial state and w0 is the first symbol of w; p(i, 0) = wi for i= l,..., n -1, where wi is the (i + 1)st symbol of w; and ,~u(i,O) = B, the blank symbol, for n < i < s -1. In order to specify ~(0, O),..., ,~(n -1,O) succinctly we shall use a sequence of p = [n//l constants, each representing a substring of w of length I at most. We shall also need formulas for unpacking these blocks to obtain their individual symbols. Note that p= [+I = [,logym, 1 =m>.
We use a triadic predicate letter Q to represent a 3 X (g"' -2) table of the strings having length between 1 and 1 inclusive, the first symbol of each, and the string that results when the first symbol is removed. Let p, , ul, 4 , ,..., pA, uA, QA be a sequence of all such triples; that is, A =g'+' -2, (pl,...,pl} = (u: u E r* and 1 < 1x1 <I}, u, ,..., oA C r, and p, = u,#~ for each i. Then we include as a conjunct the formula A Q@i> ai( There is a c > 1 such that 3*V*-Sat is not decidable nondeterministically in time c". I
SCH~NFINKEL-BERNAYS CLASS: UPPER BOUND
To obtain an upper bound for the complexity of !!*V*-Sat, we apply the general analysis of Section 3, specifically Proposition 3.1, that the existence of a model of cardinality p for a formula F withuantifiers can be checked nondeterministically in time c~'~~~+"'~~~~. A formula F = 3x, . . . xkVyyI . .. y,,,F,,, where F, is quantifier-free, has a model only if it has a model of size at most k. By the argument at the end of Section 2, it follows that k = O(IFl/log IFI) (if the xi are to be distinct) and q = k + m = O(l F//log I FI). Substituting these values yields: THEOREM 8.1. 3*V*-Sat E NEXPTIME. 1
ACKERMANN CLASS:LOWER
BOUND
This is the prefix class 3*V3*.
THEOREM 9.1. DEXPTIME is reducible to 3*V3*-Sat via length order n log n.
ProoJ We reduce to the satisliability problem for the.class the problem of whether an alternating pushdown automaton does not accept an input string; by the results of Section 2C this is a reduction of DEXPTIME to 3*V3*-Sat. Specifically, let S EC* be any set in DEXPTIME.
By Proposition 2.4, C* -S is also in DEXPTIME, and by Proposition 2.2 there is an alternating pushdown automaton that accepts z1* -S. Let M be such an alternating pushdown automaton, and let K, Z-. F, +, -I, Z, s,f, K ,,..., K,, and 6 ,,..., 6, be for M as described in Section 2C. Let u be any string in ,Y+, and let w = k u -I. We construct a formula G which is the functional form of a formula F in 3*V3*; F is satisfiable if and only if M does not accept U. This amounts to a reduction of S to 3*V3*-Sat. Moreover, the length of F will be O(n log n), where n = I u 1, so the theorem will be proved.
For each state q E K and each i, 1 < i < 1 WI, we introduce a distinct monadic predicate letter. (Here i is one of the possible positions of the reading head.) To avoid multiple subscripts, we write Qi for the predicate letter corresponding to state q and head position i; thus Fi is that corresponding to the final state f and head position i. etc. We also introduce a monadic function sign g, for each symbol X E F -(Z}, and a constant sign c, corresponding to the bottom marker Z. Thus each term in the HARRY R. LEWIS Herbrand universe is of the form gx,(gx,(. . . (gx,(c,) ) . . .)) for some X ,,..., X, E r-(2); this term represents the stack X, ... X,Z. In general, we write y for the term in the Herbrand universe that represents the stack y E (r-(Z))* Z. The intended interpretation of an atomic formula Qiy is that the configuration (q, w, i, y) is accepting.
The formula G has one variable y and is the conjunction of three parts G,, G,, G,. G, states that certain configurations are accepting; G, states that the initial configuration is not accepting; and G, states that if certain configurations are accepting then so are certain others.
G, is r\j"li Fi y (where Fi is the predicate letter corresponding to state f and head position i).
G, is -4,~~ (where S, is the predicate letter corresponding to the start state s and head position 1).
G, is the conjunction of all the subformulas obtained from the states of M as follows:
Read states. Let qEK,, and let 1 <i</wl.
Let a be the ith symbol of w, and let dl(q, a) =p. Then G, has the conjunct Before proceeding, we note that (1) and (2) (2) verifies not only the instances of G, and of G,, but also the instance of G,, since then (s, w, 1, Z) is not an accepting configuration.
(1) is proved by induction. If (q, w, i, y) is accepting because q is the final statef, then M' must verify Qiy since then Qiy is an instance of one of the conjuncts of G,. Otherwise a case-analysis must be carried out, depending on the reason (q, w, i, y) is accepting. We argue just one case, the rest being similar. Suppose that q is a push state, and S,(q) = (p, X). Then (q, w, i, y) is accepting because (p, w, i, Xy) is accepting. If we assume by induction that (1) holds for the latter configuration, it follows that ~2 verifies PiXy, that is, Pig*(y). But Pig,(y) + Q,y is an instance of a conjunct of G, (in which y has been substituted for y), so if ~4 verifies each instance of G, then J/ must verify Qiy as well.
The proof of (2) also requires a case-analysis. The truth-assignment J defined in (2) verifies each instance of G,, since each such instance is a conjunction of atomic formulas Fiy, and (f, w, i, y) is always accepting. As for the instances of G, we again argue just one case, the rest being similar. Consider a conjunct Pi gx(y) -+ Q,y, where q is a push state, and suppose J/ verifies Pig,(y) (otherwise this conjunct is verified automatically, since the antecedent is false). By the definition of ~4, (p, w, i, Xy) is accepting. But then (q, w, i, y) is accepting, since &(q) = (p, X). Therefore by the detinition of &' again &' verifies Qiy, so J/ verifies the conjunct Pi gx(y) -+ Qiy as was to be shown.
Finally, note that if M is regarded as fixed then G has O(l WI) predicate letters and is the conjunction of O(1 WI) subformulas. The reduction is therefore via length order n log n as claimed. 1
From this theorem there follows immediately by Proposition 2.1:
There is a c > 1 such that 3*V3*-Sat is not decidable deterministically in time cwlogn. I
ACKERMANN CLASS: UPPER BOUNDS
In this section we establish an upper bound for the monadic Ackermann class comparable to the lower bound of Corollary 9.2. Before doing so, however, we introduce some terminology and notation useful both here and in Section 12.
A signed atomic formula is an atomic formula or the negative of one; two signed atomic formulas are cosigned if they are both atomic formulas or are both negations of atomic formulas. A disjunctive normal form of a formula F is said to be full if it consists of a disjunction of conjunctions of signed atomic formulas such that every disjunct contains an occurrence of every atomic formula that appears in F. Thus a full disjunctive normal form can be arranged so that all disjuncts look alike except for the placement of negation signs. THEOREM 10.1. For some c > 0, 3*V3* f7 Monadic-Sat E DTIME(c""""").
Proof: Let F=3z, ... 3z,Vy3x, .+. 3x,$,, where F, is quantifier-free. We claim that to determine whether F is satisfiable it suffices to apply the following test.
Test (Kalmir-Schiitte).
1. Put F,, into full disjunctive normal form, say G,. 2. Check to see that there is a subset S of the disjuncts of G, such that (1) For each constant sign aj, p(aj) is some disjunct D, as specified in (b) for the variable zj; (2) . for each term s =fj(t) that is not a constant sign, ,u(s) is some D, as specified in (c) for the disjunct D, =,u(t) and the variable xj. Although N is not an equivalence relation in general, the partitioning can be done in this case because the disjunctive normal form is full. Now carry out steps (ii) and (iii) for each member-set S' of the partition.
(ii) (Ensure that (c) holds.) Repeat this "crossing-out" operation until no new disjuncts are eliminated from S': for each disjunct D, that has not already been crossed out and for each xi, if no satisfactory D, exists among the disjuncts in S' that have not been crossed out, then cross out D,.
(iii) (Ensure that (b) holds.) Scan the remaining disjuncts in S' once for each variable zj to see that there is a D, such that for every D, in S', 
THE CLASS f: LOWER BOUND
The class Y is defined in Section 2A. THEOREM 11.1. DZEXPTIME is reducible to X-Sat uia length order n log n.
Proof: The proof of this theorem closely follows that of Theorem 9.1, except that the automata used are alternating stack automata rather than alternating pushdown automata.
Let S z Z* be a set in D2EXPTIME. By Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, there is an alternating stack automaton M that accepts Z* -S. Let K, C, r, t-, -1, 2, s, f, K ,,..., K,, and 6, ,..., 6, be for M as described in Section 2C. Let u be any string in Z*. We construct the functional form G of a formula F in 4 which is satisfiable if and only if M does not accept U; this amounts to a reduction of S to /-Sat. Moreover IFI = O(n log n), where n = (~1, so the theorem will be proved.
Let w = I-u -I. For each q E K and i, 1 < i < I w 1, we introduce a dyadic predicate letter Qi in the way we introduced monadic predicate letters in Section 10. Likewise, let g, be a monadic function sign for each X E r and let c, be a constant sign. We adopt the same encoding of strings as terms: If y =X, ... X,Z, then y = g&x,(--(g&z)) . ..)I-I-I owever, an atomic formula Qlyl yz is now to be interpreted as true if and only if y, is a suffix of y2 (i.e., yz = ~~7, for some y3 E (r -{Z})*) and (q, w, i, yz ,I y, I) is an accepting configuration of M. That is, the second argument represents the stack, and the first argument represents that portion of the stack from the bottom-marker up to and including the position of the stack head. To enforce this interpretation of the predicate letters Qi we must introduce one further dyadic predicate letter n; ny, y2 is to be true if and only if y1 is a suffix of y2.
The variables of G are y, and y,. G is the conjunction of four subformulas G G,. G, is a conjunction of nine parts, the first seven of which are similar to subformulas constructed in Section 9, except that we must now capture the idea that in states of certain types the machine may move even when its head is in the interior of the stack.
Read states. Let q E K,, and let 1 < i < 1 w 1. Let a be the ith symbol of w, and let S1(q, a) = p. Then G, has the conjunct Move states. Let q E K,, and let 1 < i < ( w(. Let 6,(q) = (p, E). Then if 1 < i + E < 1 WI, G, has the conjunct As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, it follows readily from (1) and (2) that F is satisfiable if and only if M does not accept U, since G, may be interpreted as asserting that the initial contiguration is not an accepting configuration.
To prove (l), first note that any truth-assignment verifying each instance of G, must verify fly, yz whenever yr is a suffix of y2. By inspection of G, , then, it follows that any truth-assignment verifying each instance of G, and each instance of G, must verify Fiy, yz whenever 1 < i < I WI and yr is a suffix of y2. To show that a truthassignment J that verifies each instance of G,, each of G, , and each of G, also verifies QiyIy2 when y, is a suffix of y2 and (q, w, i, yz, 1 y, I) is an accepting configuration, we must again argue by induction, depending on the configuration or configurations that follow (q, w, i, yz, I y2 I), As in Section 9, we take just one case, this time the case in which q is a stack head down state. Let y1 =Xy3 for some X E r-{Z), yj E (r-(Z))* Z. (If y1 = Z then (q, w, i, yz, Iyi I) cannot be accepting, unless q is f, a case already taken care of.) Let S*(q) = p. Then (q, w, i, yz, 1 y, I) is accepting provided that (p, w, i, yz, ) y, / -1) is accepting, where 1 y1 I -1 = / y3 I. Assume by induction that ~4 verifies Piy3y2, and note that one of the conjuncts of G, has an instance piY3Y2 A ngX(Y3) Y2 + QigX<Y3> Y2 obtained by substituting yj for yi and y2 for y,. Since Xy, is a suffix of y2, J& must verify ngX(y3) y2 as well as Piy3y2, so &' verifies Qi gX(y3) y2. But this is Qiyl y2.
To prove (2), we again consider just the case of a stack head down state q, Let S,(q) = p. Let y3, y2 E (r -{Z})* Z, and consider the instance Suppose that both the antecedents are verified by &'. Then (p, w, i, y2, Iy3 I) is an accepting configuration, and Xy, is a suffix of y2. But then (q, w, i, y2, ( y3 / + 1) is an accepting configuration so & must also verify Qi gX(y3) y2.
Finally, we note as before that if M is regarded as fixed then G and hence F is of length G(n log n), where II = / ~1, since the number of predicate letters and subformulas is linear in I w I. This completes the proof of Theorem 11. 12. THE CLASS X: UPPER BOUND THEOREM 12.1. For some c > 0, Y-Sat E DTIME(c~~~"). Proof: We reduce Y to the monadic Ackermann class so as to preserve satisfiability and to increase the length of a formula of length n to c~"~" at worst, for some constant c. By telescoping this reduction with the decision procedure of Section 10, a deterministic decision procedure of time complexity cCd19" is obtained, for some constant c.
The first steps simply reduce X to a subclass of 4. These steps result in only a linear increase of the length of a formula.
A. Eliminate Initial Existentially Quantified Variables
Let F be a formula 32, ... 3zkVy13x1 .--3x,Vy,F,,, where F, is quantifier-free. The goal of this step is to move the quantifiers 3zi,..., 32, to between the universal quantifiers, where the rest of the existential quantifiers are located. 511/21/3-l (b) For each (necessarily dyadic) predicate letter P and each i, 1 < i < k, such that F cointains an atomic formula Pz,v for some variable v other than z1 ,..., zk, let P,, be a new dyadic predicate letter (intuitively, P,. t, t, is to be true if and only if t1 = t2 and Pz, t, is true). Similarly, for each P and j such that F contains an atomic formula Pvz, for some v not among zr ,..., zk, let P., be a new dyadic predicate letter; and for each P, i, and j such that Pzizj is an atomic formula appearing in F, let P,, be a new dyadic predicate letter. (P,,t, t, is to be true if and only if t, = t, and Pt,z, is true; and P,,t,t, is to be true if and only if t, = t, and Pz,z, is true.) (c) Let FL be the result of replacing in F,, We now elminate the form Px,x,. For each P such that for some i, this atomic formula appears in F, introduce a new dyadic predicate letter P'. Let Fb be the result of replacing Pxixi by P'x, y, in F,,, and let F, be vy,3x, *.. 3xmb2 the conjunction being over all the new predicate letters P'. Once again, F, is satisfiable if and only if F is satisfiable and its length is linear in that of F. We may assume without loss of generality that for every dyadic predicate letter P appearing in F, the atomic formulas Py, y, , Py, y2, and Py, y2 actually appear in F.
If not, we can add formulas such as (--Py, y1 V PyI y,) to F, as conjuncts, and the length of F will increase only linearly. Let f, ,...,f, be the monadic function signs associated with x, ,..., x, in the functional form of F. Thus each term in the Herbrand universe is of the form &U,(-(fin(a)) 4, h w ere a is some fixed constant sign. Because of the natural isomorphism between the Herbrand universe and the set of all strings over {fi ,..., f,}, we denote terms by strings: If w is the string fi, .--h,, then w is the term A,(.--(fin@>) --->.
We now construct a formula G in the Ackermann class which is satisfiable if and only if F is satisfiable. Actually, we construct not G but its functional form, which contains the same monadic function signs as does the functional form of F. F and G therefore have the same Herbrand universe.
Let F, be a full disjunctive normal form of F,,, and let F' be a formula obtained by prefixing to F, the quantifier prefix of F. Clearly F' is equivalent to F. For each disjunct D of F, , let MD be a new monadic predicate letter. (Intuitively, MD t, is to be true if there is some term t, such that disjunct D of F, is true when y, has the value t, and y, has the value t2.) The functional form of G is the conjunction of the four formulas G,, G,, G, 9 also verities each instance of G,, for reasons entirely analogous to those just given for G,.
If G is satisfiable then F' is satisfiable. For this the argument is more complex. Let J/ be a truth-assignment verifying the Herbrand expansion of G. We define a mapping d from pairs of terms to disjuncts of F,. The mapping ( is defined in three phases.
(1) For each term w, Q(w, w) is some disjunct D such that D 1 y, -P~Y~J~)~~/YJ add verifies MD w. Such a disjunct is guaranteed to exist by G, .
(2) Suppose that frw is a suffix of u (not necessarily proper, i.e., fiw may be equal to U) and )(f[(w), u) has been defined but #(w, u) has not. Let D, = #(f,(w), u). Then 4(w, u) is some disjunct D, such that (D2 I xi,~r)[xI/yI]
ND, ] y, ,y, and ~4 verifies M,,*w. Such a disjunct is guaranteed to exist by G,. and XI verifies MD,fr(w). Such a disjunct is guaranteed to exist by G,.
Since every pair of strings has some common suffix (possibly empty), (l)-(3) define 4 unambiguously for all argument pairs (the nonconstructive "some" being resolved by some lexical ordering of the disjuncts).
Before proceeding further, we establish four crucial facts: 
